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ABSTRACT 
After aulyzing the interaction betlreen the cutter and the inolute in 
machining processes of scroll wraps and its influence on the discharge 
angle and the compresiion ratio, a new method suggested by present authors for 
modification of the inTolute wrap of the scroll compressor is presented in 
this paper. The new method, different from any other method which has eTer 
been published, includes graphical ud analytical solution, and the 
equation of the discharge angle of a pair of modified scroll wraps is alao 
ghu. This definition of the IJlodified ugle u well u ih sen1e -is introduced by· the author for the first time. After .modification· by the new 
method, the discharge angle sometimes may become 2 ll and the top clearance may 
turn into zero. Therefore, a higher compression r.atio and cotnpreuor 
Tolumetric efficiency can"be achieTed. 
NOYENCLATtlli.E 
Compression ratio of scroll compressor 
N Number of crescent gaa pocket generated b1 a pair of acroll members 
6 Rotational angle of crank shaft 
· 6 ' Discharge ID.gle 
k Adiabatical inde1 of gas 
d Diameter of cutter 
p Scroll pitch 
t Scroll thickness 
a Radius of the base circle of inYolute 
Ra. Rotational radiue of crank 
INTRODUCTION 
The ecroll compreasor ia a new type of TOlumetric ~ompreeaor 
with high-efficiency. energy-saTing , material- saTing and low- noise 
characteristica. It can be widely used in many industrial fields auch aa air 
conditioning, refrigeration, ucuum-pumping ud gu compreuion ,and it can be 
e1pected to partly replace the other types of mini-compressor in the future. 
A key and '''' important problem in the design of such a compressor is the 
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wraps modification of the scroll eompone~t.This problem has attracted more 
and more attention from researchers worldwide and ita solution is approaehin1 
gradually [' 3 . In this paper, a new method which includes both graphical and 
analytical solution for wraps modification is presented, and the result has 
been applied to the design of a scroll compressor 
_l__Jhe Compre!sioo Ratio of The Scroll Compressor and Its Influence Factors 
SeYeral types of mathematical curYtl can be adopted as scroll wraps 
configurations, examples include the iuolute of a circle, the iuolute of a 
line seput, and the Archimedean spiral. Among these, the iuolute of a circle 
is widely used in the current design practice. The research work reveals that 
a scroll eompreeaor,whoee scroll wraps are machined according to 1 single 
eurYe model of either the intolute of 1 circle or the Archimedeln spiral, is 
of not only lower Yolumetric ratio but lower Yolumetric efficiency as well. 
Taking the processing of an intolute of a circle as an example, a further 
intestigatio~ on this problem can be carried out. 
The compreuion ratio of a scroll eompreuor cu be calculated by the 
following equation [" 3 
12N-ll 1 !3- e ' 1 n n " 
It is clear from equ. (!)that the comprenion ratio of a scroll compressor 
for 1 special gas is closelJ related to the number of the crescent 
compres-sed fDiumes N and the discharge angle of the compressor e 
1 
• Deacuse 
N is not as great as the ring. number of 1 scroll wrap and is normally taken 
as 2 -. 4 in the deaigo of a scroll compressor, the other parameter e-' plays 
a more important role, and this requires more attention and discussion. 
The so-called discharge angle e 1 is the rotational angle of the main 
shaft corresponding to tbe last pair of meshing points of the innermost 
closed crescent compression 'olume . Accordi"ng to this definition , •hen the 
·rotational angle 8 becomes greater than the discharge angie e 
1 , tbe last pair 
of meshing points of-the innermost •raps disconnects , and the t•o innermost 
closed crescents then connected with each other and both of these connected 
to the gu dischu1e hole , which indicates the end of the compressing 
process and the commencement of discharge. 
The 'alue of the discharge angle primariiJ depends on the interaction of 
the cutter in the machining process of the inYolute wrap.This interaction 
is illustrated in Fi~ I. If a milling is usei the di1meter of the milling 
cutter is required to satisfy the following condition: 
d ..;; p - t (2) 
When the scroll wraps are milled b1 ueing the two-side forming method, 
the cutter diameter is 
d : p - t 
If a cutter with smaller diameter is 
operating cutter •hen • certain point A on 











wrap -U the 
remaining part of the inYolute will be an arc of 1 circle witb tbe 8ame radir8 as that of the cutter. 
h. fact, it it difficult to replace the cutter frequutly in the aetual machinin~ process owing to the fact that the processing precision may be largely influenced by such actions. On the other hand, 11 a cutter with a smaller diameter has less rigidity and thus may produce or aggra•ate the tremblinga, the replace~ent of the operating cutter by 1 cutter with s~aller dia~eter may haye great effects on the size and surface precision of the machined element. 
The meshing state between the two scroll wraps, which are interacted by the cutter in the mach in in~ procen, is shown in Fig. 2. It is clear from th,is figure that there is not any contact between the two scroll wraps when e > 300" I and so the discharge ID~Ie e , is approtimately equd to 300" . Therefore the two scroll elements can not mesh correctly with each other, because the shape of the ioYolute wrap has been changed by tbe cutter in the machining process. 
Wraps modification is an effecti•e method for sol•in~ the aboYe mentioned problem. If modified appropriately and neglecting the influence of the size of the gas discharge hole and the thickneas of the scroll wrap, the discharge angle of the co~pressor sometimes may reach 3&o• and the top clearence may turn into zero. This iaereaaee not only the compression ratio of the compressor but also its yoJume&ric efficiency. 
2. A New Method of traps Modification of The Scroll Compre&8or 
Many inYeati~ators haJe been workin~ to de•elop more effectiYe methods for wrap modification. A new wrap modification method has been deYeloped by the authors· in their theoretical 1tudy and engineering design of the scroll compreuor in recut years. By this method, not only a ~raphieal reeult can be deriud, but an accurate numerical result cu be calculated· with analytical equations as well. 
As shown in Fig. 3, 001 is the ~enerating circle of the iuolute of a scroll wnp.Throu~h point o .. the center of 1~0 .. draw a straight liu with an inelination Y measured from abseiua.Tike a line segment O,B and let it.s length be equal to the half cranl radius of the crank shaft. Through point B, dnw an angle fl, which satisfiu the following equation: 
ctg f1 + 2 fl = ll + Y (4) 
As sho•n in Fis. 3, the straight line AC, 1 aide of ansle f1 , inteHects the outer and the inner iaJolute of the wraps at C and A respecti•el~ Now draw the normal bisector of the line segment BC, which intersects the u:teaded line of line segment O,B at point E; then draw circular arc BC, with E as the circle center and with the length of EB as the circle radius. Similarly duw the uormal bisector of the line segment AB, which intersects the e1tension line of line aegment BO,at point F; then draw &noiher circul&r arc AB,with F 11 the eirele center and the length of FB as the circle radius. The circular segment ares AB and BC are the modified parts of the origin&! in•olute wrap1, the point B is the connectiug point between the two circular segments, and A and C are respectiuly the connecting points of the inner and 
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outer in,olute of the scroll component with the circular segm
ents AB and CB. 
In addition to the graphic method discussed abo,e,we can obtai
n accurate 
numeric results from the analytical equation. The radius o
f the modified 
circular area satiafiea the followin1 equations: 
R = r t R •• (5) 
I R ... 
- -- (6) 
Sill 2 a 
ctg a + 3 a • ll + y (7) 
Angle Y, termed as a modified 1n1le by the authors, can be ch
osen by the 
duicur. The ulue of Y can make the poaition of point B chang
e. Point B is 
not only the connection point between circular arcs BC and 
BA, but also_ 
indicates the final position of the innermost contact point b
etween the two. 
scroll wraps in one renlution. Therefore, the discharge an
gle e 1 can be 
determined by the following equation: 
(8) 
Ohlously, wben Y 0, e' ~ 211,11 sbow in Fig.4. In this c
ase, the two 
innermo1t wraps always contact neh other in each reYolution, 
ud thd zer_o-top 
ilearance appears at the end of the discharge process. 
In addition, the nlue of angle Y can ·affect the shape and str
ength of 
tbe innermost scroll wraps. Tlie big1e.r the angle Y is, th
e greater the 
strength of scroll wrap will be, as shown in Fi~ l 
The nlue of angle B is limited by the ulue of angle Y. The
 following 
table 1nd Fi~ 6 show the relationship between them. 
~ y ~ 
y 
o· 23. 21827 50" 16. 16H6 
6" 22. 15997 56" 16. 
72030 
10" 21. 22081 so• 16. 30309 
16" 20. 37816 61)" 
u. 91018 
20" 19. 61630 70" 
H. 63928 
26" 18.91969 75
6 14. 18844 
30" 18. 28117 so· 13. 81Hi90 
35" 17.69223 85" 
13. 54 015 
40" 17. 14646 90" 
13. 23983 
45 6 16.63862 
The abo•e mentioned modification methoi both the gr1phic1
l and the 
analytical solution, his been eonincingly prond by the auth
ors. 
3. The Practical and Experimental Results 
On the basis of thia modified method, 1 specially-designed co
mputer code. 
has been dneloped. By using this computer code, the inulute-w
ups of scroll· 
compressors with different configuration parameters can be 
modified. This 
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computer code can not only draw the modified graphical result of a pair of lnJolute wraps but also can giJe the accurate resulte required for the machinin1 process. The precision of these results is far beyond that the designing processes requires and the machining proeesse1 can reach. 
A configuration of the meshing between the two scroll wraps, which is completed by the abon computer code corresponding to Y=O, is illustrated in Fig. 7. The accuracy of engagemente between the two scroll wraps ie fully demonstrated in this figure, where points A. B. C. D. E and A' . B' . C' , D' . E present the successiJe Yarying positions of a pair of meshing points on the two scroll wraps correspording to the rotational angle of the enol: shaft at o• . 90" • 180" • no• ud 3&0" respeetinly. The dearutee between two the meehing points can be preeiaely shown by this computer code, which can further pro'e the precision of the mesh. It is clear from this fi1ure that the gae discharge angle of the two modified ecroll wrape has increased from 300" to 360" and the top clearance of the scroll compressor can be regarded as zero. 
By applying this wraps modification method to the engineering design of a scroll compressor , the authors haye obtainded accurate computational results for the process. The digit"al milling machine programmed according to these results has performed the processing assignment nry well. The connections between the inYolute wraps and the circular arc wraps are smooth, without any 'isible disconneetions.The test data of a sample compressor haTe pro,en that the mesh between the two modified ecroll wraps are ezcellent. The compression ratio of the scroll compressor has. onrpassed 10 when test~d in the air. 
CONCLUSION 
(1). The inolute wrap of the scroll compreseor can be modified by the .abofe graphical and analytical method.The accurate computational result of modification for the machinin' process can be calculated with the analytical equations.After modification by using the abo•e method, the two members, find and obitinr scroll, mesh with each other perfectly . 
(2). For iuolute wraps of the scroll compressor modified by the abon method, the discharge angle: e 1 • 2ll - y. As especially, when y = 0 the e I = 2 ll. 
(3). The modified angle y affec te the shape and strength of the modified involute wraps of the scroll components . 
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